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“Despite supply chain issues, the leading brands have
continued to release annual upgrades across technology

segments. Foldable and dual-screen offerings are bringing
innovation to smartphones, laptops and tablets, although

take-up remains low.”
– Matt King, Category Director, Technology and Media

Research

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of COVID-19 on purchasing of consumer technology products
• How online activities have changed as a result of COVID-19
• The increasing role technology is playing in consumers’ health and fitness habits
• The latest innovations and new product launches across consumer technology markets.

Recent purchasing of technology products has fallen as a result of COVID-19, with purchasing of
smartphones – the category that typically sees the greatest activity – down from 16% of adults in the
three months to September 2019 to 12% in April and June 2020.

While there is some sign of purchasing intent rising, it remains below pre-pandemic levels. With the
economic uncertainty ahead, consumers will be largely focused on replacements in markets such as
smartphones, laptops and tablets. The majority will be focusing on reliable devices that offer good
value, with fewer people willing to spend on premium models with the latest features.

There are likely to be delays to take-up of more innovative and expensive designs such as foldable
screen technology and hybrid laptops. With many Brits looking to hold onto devices as long as possible,
it could also take longer for 5G-ready devices to gain a foothold.

There are more positive signs in home-entertainment markets, however, with the video games market
thriving during lockdown in terms of consoles and software. This trend will be heightened by the highly
anticipated winter launches from Sony and Microsoft. Meanwhile, the increasing focus on value will
provide opportunities for lesser-known brands that can offer competitive specifications at lower prices
in many categories.

The pandemic has also brought additional focus on health, with fitness trackers and smartwatches
continuing to grow in popularity. Such devices are becoming more sophisticated and are able to offer
more comprehensive health and wellbeing data each year. With more people using apps and live
classes for home workouts and tracking exercise outdoors, there will be more opportunities than ever
in the health tech market.
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… although purchasing will remain lower than pre-outbreak levels

Insight: COVID-19’s Impact on Technology Purchasing
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Figure 40: Planned purchasing, September 2019-June 2020

Brands must utilise trade-in deals to drive sales throughout recession

Stores reopening provides a boost but strong online sales service remains vital

What it means

What we’ve seen

Brits spending more time online than ever due to COVID-19 lockdown
Figure 41: UK time online, 2018-2020

Video calling apps surge as people seek to remain in contact

Younger Brits are utilising tech to connect to the local community
Figure 42: Staying connected with the community, by selected demographics, June 2020

Instant messaging has been near universal among 16-44 year olds in lockdown
Figure 43: Instant messaging usage, by selected demographics, June 2020

Nearly all young Brits accessed social networks during lockdown
Figure 44: Social media network usage, by selected demographics, June 2020

Voice technology use boosted by lockdown

Brits turn to video streaming services for lockdown entertainment

What it means

What we’ve seen

Technology is playing an increasing role in health and wellbeing

Women are driving expansion in the fitness tracker market …

… while there has been strong growth among older demographics
Figure 45: Fitness band/sports watch ownership, by selected demographics, September 2019-June 2020

Reopening of gyms will not mean an instant return for many Brits

41% of Brits take part in organised online activities more than before COVID-19
Figure 46: Participation in online activities, by selected demographics, June 2020
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Figure 47: RingFit Adventure for Nintendo Switch
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Figure 48: FitXR

Mindfulness app downloads grow as people focus on mental health

Half of Brits are happy to download the track and trace app
Figure 49: COVID-19 tracing app downloads, by selected demographics, June 2020

What it means

Data sources

Abbreviations

Insight: Changing Online Habits in COVID-19

Insight: Technology’s Growing Role in Health and Fitness

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
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